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On February 27th, Michael Lester and Ed Steere provided the Baltimore Chapter of LAI with an overview
of the commercial real estate markets, with emphasis on the Baltimore area market.
Michael Lester kicked things off with a high‐level view of the national economic picture. Michael noted
that most economists are currently trying to figure out whether the overall trend for the national
economy is continuing to head up, or if we’re now poised to see the economy begin contracting. He
cited the positive trends including Consumer Confidence being at an 18‐year high; the “sugar high”
effect of the 2017 Tax Cut; and ongoing growth in employment numbers as pointing towards an
economy headed up. Of concern however, are the CBO’s projections of slowing employment growth,
together with the slowdown in China’s economic growth (down from around 10% annually in recent
decades to now about 6%), and the prospect of additional increases in interest rates engineered by the
Federal Reserve.
Michael pointed out that the flattening yield curve is also a potential indicator of slowing growth on the
horizon, providing an interesting slide which compared the flat yield curve that preceded the Great
Recession, with the fairly dramatic flattening that has evolved over the past several years. Does this
portend a pending recession? Michael pointed out that a flattening, or indeed inverted, yield curve has
preceded each of the past seven recessions experienced in the U.S.
Another even more reliable indicator Michael provided was highlighted by this slide:

As can be readily seen in the above slide, the height of the Federal Reserve Chairperson is highly
correlated with the level of interest rates. Does Chairman Powell’s stature mean rates will be on the
rise? Let’s hope that correlation ends with him.
Back on a serious note, Michael provided this snapshot of how the greater DC/Baltimore Metro area
compares to the rest of the country:

With DC and Baltimore taken together, our Metro area is a top 5 commercial RE marketplace.
Michael provided graphic evidence that commercial RE sales activity has remained robust in recent
years, despite an upward trend in cap rates, which can readily be seen in this revealing slide:

Ed Steere next addressed Opportunity Zones within the DC/Baltimore marketplace, opining that the OZ
maps “are deceiving” in that they show large parcels such as Fort Meade as Opportunity Zones, when
they are obviously not available for redevelopment. So, he cautioned the audience not to be swayed by
current OZ maps.

Ed then provided and overview of the Industrial sector within the mid‐Atlantic, advising that “vacancies
are low” (at 7.2%) and absorption is robust (~6M SF in 2017). He opined that Tradepoint Atlantic is
having a material impact on industrial absorption numbers given that our region typically absorbs about
2 – 3 million SF a year, but we’re way above that with the large warehouses being rapidly leased within
the old Sparrow Point site. Ed provided a succinct snapshot of the key metrics for industrial as follows:

Michael Lester next addressed the “high level trends” in the office market. He advised that the office
sector “suffered the worst” during the Great Recession, but has now recovered and is continuing to
show improvement. Therefore he feels that there is “now an opportunity” within the office sector. Co‐
working spaces have had a positive impact on office occupancies. High Tech firms are now a significant
segment of the office market as can be seen in this slide:

Michael opined that “spec office is still too risky”, so the great majority of new office construction is pre‐
leased. Baltimore’s office market is “doing better than DC’s”, primarily because Baltimore’s market is
not overbuilt. “A lot of the cranes one sees on NY Avenue coming into DC are office projects – not all
are multifamily projects”. Overall, “there is real rent growth in the office sector”

Ed picked up the presentation from there, addressing both retail and multifamily. With respect to retail,
Ed used Baltimore City’s iconic Harborplace development as an example of the retail sector’s woes. He
opined that “rents are too expensive to maintain tenants” there, citing Five Guys and Noodles &
Company as recent examples of retail operators who recently left because they couldn’t justify the rent
levels. Many retailers “have become showrooms for Amazon”, opined Ed. Which is why most major
retailers are pushing into on‐line sales as aggressively as possible. Ed advised that “sticks & bricks” retail
location rents are actually starting to decline as a result of the struggles by retailers to compete with
Amazon and its ilk. The Big Question Ed opined is “What do we do with all the Big Box retailers?”

Shifting from the weakest RE sector to the most robust, Ed addressed the multifamily sector last. There
is modest ongoing rent growth in multifamily (after quite a few years of strong rent growth). But that
rent growth is being constrained by the propensity of Millennials to move frequently to take advantage
of concessions. Ed put it bluntly, saying “Millennials are not loyal – they don’t have the attachment to
stay in place” that older generations do. For an overview of the Baltimore multifamily sector, Ed offered
the following slide:

With respect to Baltimore, Ed advised that rent growth is slowing but occupancies are stable overall.
Regarding DC, he advised that because of approx. 10,000 units in the pipeline, rents in the City would
trend up very modestly. And in the DC suburbs, rents would be flat with increasing incentives offered.
Ed opined that multifamily development “would slow down considerably in the coming two years”, and
offered this perspective on apartment units brought on line in recent years:

The members of LAI’s Baltimore Chapter thank messrs. Lester and Steere for an excellent overview of
the commercial RE industry.

